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Perhaps Slavoj Zizek’s famous or notorious exhortation ‘Enjoy Your Symptom!’ set forth in a 1992 book of that title, containing his Lacanian analyses of Hollywood film, should more properly, esp. post 9/11, be formulated ‘enjoy your syndrome!’ Certainly a whole new batch of trauma literature and trauma films has appeared, as American culture has attempted to come to terms with the cruel fact that apparently not everyone in the world loves the American way of life. While psychoanalytical theory can go some way toward explaining this new turn towards the proliferation of trauma literature, a larger cultural criticism is required to fully understand the development in question.

A remarkable number of post-9/11 fictions feature impaired narrators, described by their authors as suffering from one syndrome or another, the most popular no doubt being PTSD, or post-traumatic stress disorder. I shall focus mainly on Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close by Jonathan Safran Foer and Don DeLillo’s Falling Man, two novels that, respectively, use a tragicomic and realist mode to describe the syndrome in question. Useful parameters in this comparison will be notions of playful, postmodern narration vs. post-‘ethical-turn-narration’ (which, in the case of DeLillo, masks a return to a modernist Puritanism). However, I also aim to cast a wistful glance back to an earlier DeLillo trauma narrative, as well as an attempt to use the satirical mode even in a post-9/11 setting. In the latter case, Ken Kalfus’s novel, A Disorder Peculiar to the Country, the trauma of the protagonists (or, for one of them, trauma-by-proxy) is hidden under manifestations of their primary narcissistic disorder, but subtly the narrator weaves together a critique of their egotism as well as of the society-at-large’s hypocritical trauma response which is shown to be unscrupulously channelled into gung-ho patriotism and twisted religious/racial hatred.

To understand not just the novels in question but to grasp the almost epidemic nature and extent of the above-mentioned discourse field and its implications for American and global culture, it is necessary to first consider what a trauma is, what traumatic knowledge consists of and how trauma travels from experience to being narrated. In recent years an increased theorization of these concepts has occurred, inspired obviously by Freudian​[1]​ and Lacanian usages of the term trauma, and by the intersection of poststructuralism’s interest in marginalized groups and discourses (post-colonialism and feminism, both spring immediately to mind) and the political empowerment of hitherto disenfranchised and victimised minorities. As social constructivism has become more and more dominant as a method of understanding the relation between texts and identity, an obvious role has been assigned to hitherto little regarded discourse forms that express fragmentary, abjectal and disorderly experiences in fragmentary, disordered and abjectal narratives. The field I am referring to is the still emergent interdisciplinary discourse of trauma theory, marked in its inception by the efforts of Cathy Carruth, editor of volumes such as Trauma: Explorations in Memory (1995), and more recently the appearance of a retrospective article such as Geoffrey Hartman’s piece in PsyArt in 2004, “On Traumatic Knowledge and Literary Studies”, or Rosemary Winslow’s “Troping Trauma: Conceiving /of/ Experiences of Speechless Terror” (2004).

While Freud found it difficult to theorize the notion of trauma to his full satisfaction, his followers have simplified his vacillations to a state of canonical insight into the nature of trauma, as exemplified by this paragraph from Hartman’s article:
The [(post)Freudian] theory holds that the knowledge of trauma, or the knowledge which comes from that source, is composed of two contradictory elements. One is the traumatic event, registered rather than experienced. It seems to have bypassed perception and consciousness, and falls directly into the psyche. The other is a kind of memory of the event, in the form of a perpetual troping [literally ‘turning’, but Hartman also means ‘metaphorizing’] of it by the bypassed or severely split (dissociated) psyche.












Briefly put, these concepts cover a lack of ability to establish or maintain attachments, for instance within previously close relations (familial, erotic, emotional), a surplus or deficit of affect – either state being outside conscious regulatory control – and a marked defence mechanism regarding authority, which is then either assumed without proper license (in the form of bullying behaviour) or submitted to excessively and in petty detail, dissociative states or episodes, sleep disturbances, addictive behaviour, repetition compulsions – either in the form of forced actions or forced avoidances of specific activities or stimuli – and ultimately a feeling of alienation from the surrounding world or apocalyptic fears of events in the future. Such a horrifying litany of woes is indeed descriptive of the characteristics of the protagonists in trauma narratives, whether authentic or fictive, as we shall see shortly.

Kirmayer, Lemelson and Barad​[3]​ make a similar observation in their constructivist and historicized reading of the “genealogy of trauma” in the introduction to their book Understanding Trauma – Integrating Biological, Clinical, and Cultural Perspectives:
Despite the stark events it names, trauma is not a natural category but a culturally constructed way to mark out certain classes of experiences and events. The salient examples and cultural prototypes of trauma have changed over time, along with our ways of thinking about illness and suffering, our concepts of mind and personhood, and the moral politics of victimhood, blame, and accountability (Leys, 2000; Micale & Lerner, 2001). Trauma is a metaphor borrowed from the domain of medicine and extended to a wide range of experiences. Like any generative trope, the metaphor of trauma shapes our thinking in ways that are both explicit and hidden. The history of trauma, then, is not simply a story of the march of scientific, medical, and psychiatric progress toward greater clarity about a concept with fixed meaning, but a matter of changing social constructions of experience, in the context of particular clinical, cultural, and political ideologies. 

Continuing now the historical examination of what constitutes traumatic experience, the 20th century has often been dubbed the century of trauma – but the truth of the matter seems to be that the 21st century promises to outdo the previous century in terms of traumatic quantity. If this had not been painfully obvious to that proportion of the world’s population living in the USA, the events of September 2001 certainly constituted a rude awakening. While the number of lives lost in the attacks on the WTC and the Pentagon was not very high by comparison to war-time events, the exposure of the events by the media and their secondary effects once disseminated and re-disseminated gave us a hitherto unprecedented example of what I would term ‘trauma by proxy’.

In the case of post-9/11 collective trauma-by-proxy, an innocent, even naive people’s state of mental unpreparedness, and the ruthless exploitation of the initial trauma by the media and a war-hungry political and military establishment combined to create an unusual and disproportionately protracted post-traumatic phase in the American public unconscious. Novelists have latterly turned to this rich story for material for tales of trauma and survival, and as is always the case with trauma narratives thereby run the risk of further perpetuating the post-traumatic phase. On the other hand, literature may just have a role to play in healing the trauma, or at least to lend voice to the victims, perhaps even adding a tenth A – for Art, to the typical trauma symptoms/responses, and therefore we should now turn to an examination of two post-9/11 novels, and a brief glance back to two other pre-9/11 disorder narratives.

Jonathan Safran Foer represents the third generation of postmodern American writers (first wavers include Thomas Pynchon, John Barth and Kurt Vonnegut; second wavers Don DeLillo, Paul Auster and E.L. Doctorow). Foer’s 2005 sophomore novel, Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close continues to mix historical narratives in the best tradition of historiographic metafiction as developed by first and second generation postmodern authors such as Pynchon (known for his two-tier novels which construct a nexus between WWII and contemporary America of the 1960s), Vonnegut (same dual strategy in Slaughterhouse 5, with some futuristic sci-fi mixed in), and Auster (whose 1980s novels, such as Leviathan, frequently examined the historical roots of politically motivated terrorism, although they did not feature the explicit two-tier structure Pynchon, Vonnegut and Foer all employ). Foer’s novel constitutes an obvious intertext with the works of all three older writers and with several other practitioners of postmodern narrative (such as Don DeLillo). 

In Extremely Loud the young protagonist Oskar Schell spends a good deal of the novel searching for a lock to match a key he has found among his dead father’s belongings. In the process of this quest he visits every single person in New York named Black (another allusion to Auster whose protagonists are frequently colour-coded). The outcome of the search is however as disappointing as any postmodern quest for epistemological insight (cf. Oedipa Maas in Pynchon’s The Crying of Lot 49) as the lock turns out to have no relation to Oskar’s father’s life at all.

The trauma narrative in Extremely Loud consists in two story tiers each representing a different historical period and its traumatic events. Oskar is traumatised by proxy by the 9/11 terrorist attack, during which his father dies in the WTC collapse. Oskar is the only family member who knows that his father left several phone messages from the WTC tower on the day of his death, and Oskar is plagued by survivor’s guilt, not least because he did not pick up the phone the last time his father called, immediately before the collapse. All Oskar has left are memories of his father and the recordings from the answering machine. He desperately tries to make sense of these texts and clues that remain, but much of the time he is in fugue from the trauma content provided by these memories and texts. He zips up “the sleeping bag of his self” (dissociation), wears “heavy boots” (depression), compulsively counts the seconds until he falls asleep, and is generally incapacitated by his trauma and grief. The search for the lock that the key he finds may open is his last resort at finding a solution to the conundrum of why his father had to die.

Another narrative strand is interspersed, accounting in Oskar’s grandparents’ alternating voices for some of the events in Dresden, before, during and after the British and American fire bombings in February 1945. Oskar’s grandmother (who was not present at that time in Dresden) further listens to a survivor’s account of the atom bomb’s effect on Hiroshima, which lends another layer of historical depth to her and Oskar’s experiences (and allows increased reader horror and empathy). Her husband, Oskar’s grandfather, experiences the bombings first-hand and loses his first love, Anna (the sister of Oskar’s grandmother) who is newly pregnant with his child. As a result he gradually loses the ability to speak, his artistic gift as a sculptor, which it has been his life’s dream to pursue, and in his bitterness and powerlessness he swears never again to have children. He immigrates to America to put as much distance as possible between himself and the scene of his loss.

The two narrative strands meet in the present of post-9/11 New York, but prior to that there is a mediation phase where Oskar’s family history is recounted. Oskar’s grandparents have re-met shortly after WWII and decided to marry, despite their handicaps and the lack of mutual love between them. He is trying to survive despite his oral aphasia and an artist’s block; she is trying to come to terms with the loss of her entire family, and through a complicated system of text production they try to cope with these losses. In both cases, however, the trauma effect erases all possible narratives of itself. He writes thousands of daybooks, filling them with phrases that he needs in everyday communication, but which make little sense outside their specific pragmatic use; she tries to cope with her gradual loss of sight by writing her life story on an old typewriter he provides her with. The story she fills thousands of pages with turns out to be written without a ribbon in the typewriter and therefore no legible traces are left on these many pages. He tries to hide this fact from her by pretending to read and discuss the narrative with her. 

At the point in time where the two tiers of history and narrative are brought together (post 9/11) Oskar’s grandfather and grandmother have begun living together again. He has brought all of the unsent letters to his son back from Europe and now has no living person to send or read them to. Their son has died a death as meaningless as Anna’s, and he has a hard time finding a way to be present in his grandson’s life. It is only by gradually involving himself in Oskar’s project of visiting the Blacks that he finds a way back in a newly constituted family. The better solution to the trauma of both these generations turns out to lie in another act of textual transmission, and Oskar and his grandfather decide to exhume Oskar’s father’s empty coffin and instead fill it with the letters grandfather never sent. Through this exchange the grandfather purges himself of a burden of guilt, an act of outpouring or kenosis, which then fills the cenotaph or empty grave and by proxy fills some new non-trauma tainted content into Oskar’s life. The trauma is thus worked through to some extent, or at least partially cathected by the confrontation with the void/gap which has led Oskar to a pattern of avoidance behaviour (he invents impossible gadgets that will keep everyone safe, he avoids “obvious targets” of terrorism such as trains and ferries, he collects evidence of “stuff that happened to me” (pictures he downloads from the internet containing victims, crimes, porn etc.)), leaving Oskar and his family with the possibility of forming new attachments in a more anger-free, de-affected, non-addictive manner.

Don DeLillo’s post-9/11 novel, Falling Man, by contrast contains the story of a literal survivor of the WTC collapse, but more importantly also demonstrates the effect by proxy of such a traumatic event on a small family. The strains on the married couple in the narrative are quite similar to the ones described as tearing Oskar’s grandparents apart in Foer’s novel. DeLillo’s protagonist feels equally dissociated from the routines of his actual family who desires nothing more than a continuation of life as it was before the disruption, and eventually he seeks the company of a fellow survivor whom he hopes has the capacity to understand his emotions of anger, depression and suicidal numbness. De Lillo’s novel also draws narrative lines to Germany, but not the Germany of WWII. Instead the protagonist’s mother-in-law has an affair with a former Rote Armé Fraktion terrorist, and another German strand consists of us occasionally sharing the viewpoint of one of the 9/11 terrorists who has been trained partially in a German university and there has been converted to the cause by Mohammad Atta. Falling Man is a collective novel, as almost all its characters are allowed representation and narrative point of view. This causes the novel to be diffuse and uneven, especially as the terrorists (former and present) come across as little more than stunted human beings, stereotyped beyond sympathy. As the main protagonists all suffer from PTSD, one also encounters in their diction the deadening of affect so typical of trauma sufferers (recreated in a virtuoso performance by DeLillo) and this means that the novel is flat and uneventful on a surface level. The book ends with a tour de force scene where for the first time in the novel we enter into the burning tower with the protagonist and witness the traumatic event directly through his eyes. The scene begins onboard the hijacked plane and is narrated from the terrorist’s point of view. The second the plane hits the tower and he dies, the point of view is propelled out of his body and into the protagonist’s physical experience of the explosion. This transition is probably meant to suggest the communality of destiny between victim and terrorist, but leaves the reader dissatisfied as the link seems contrived and frivolous. This cheap shortcut in narrative psychology lessens the impact of this DeLillo novel, and he is in my opinion more culpable of 9/11 exploitation than Foer, despite not providing any cathexis of trauma content for his characters. 

As far as PTSD-novels are concerned DeLillo did a considerably better job with his first exploration of the notion of the body artist – in the 2001 novel of that very name, where the protagonist Lauren Hartke tries to reassemble her life after the shocking event of her recent marriage ending with her husband Rey’s suicide in his first wife’s apartment, immediately after what seemed to both the reader and Lauren to be a relatively blissful, protracted breakfast scene where the couple communed to a considerable extent. Lauren copes with the trauma in various ways: First, by withdrawing from communication and by mirroring her lack of emotions in a preoccupation with an obscure web-cam streaming images of the traffic (or rather lack thereof) in Kotka, a remote Finnish settlement. Second, by inventing a surrogate husband figure, an aphasic and virtually personality free ‘entity’ whom she discovers lurking in an upstairs room in the rented house she had shared with her husband. She names this non-person entity Mr. Tuttle after a high-school teacher of hers who had a speech impediment. Mr Tuttle possesses the uncanny gift of being able to repeat phrases and whose slabs of conversation in the exact voice and manner of Lauren’s dead husband, even though his speech otherwise is typical dissociative post-traumatic discourse, devoid of deixis markers and an understanding of context. These discourse chunks can therefore be read as potential memories of Rey, the husband, or even as future interactions of an almost spiritistic nature between medium (Tuttle), dead husband and living wife. Tuttle thus functions as a potential key to memorializing and possibly even resurrecting the lost love object of Lauren. Finally, she responds to the trauma by ultimately creating a performance using her skills as a body artist to transform herself into images of both the original husband and of Mr. Tuttle, the bland and ultimately dissatisfactory copy or recorder of Rey.

This trauma account which is a purely individual experience, pertinent to Lauren and only her, through her performance becomes a communal experience and potentially valuable lesson for her audience (represented in the novel by Lauren’s friend who also writes a review of sorts of the performance in the form of an account of an interview with Lauren). In this manner DeLillo lifts the trauma didactics out of limited scope of the isolated family tragedy and performs an attempt at a writing-through of the trauma that can potentially also heal the reader. Typical of late DeLillo fictions there is no remnant of humour or satire in these two novels and I see this as the “Inner Modernist” of DeLillo coming out more clearly than in his 1980s work (such as White Noise) which borrowed the formal language of postmodernist fiction to satirize the lack of depth of contemporary society, families and individuals. Nonetheless, ultimately one does not need DeLillo’s trauma novels to the same extent that one needs Foer’s. Both authors have renounced their frequently employed satirical repertoire and in the case of DeLillo this leaves him with little else to offer. Foer keeps some elements of humour but his choice of the tragicomic mode leads him dangerously close to the ground of melodrama in Extremely Close.

Is it then possible to write successful satires on the 9/11 events? The daring strategy of Ken Kalfus’s novel, A Disorder Peculiar to the Country, to focus on extremely selfish and narcissistic characters whose initial response to the WTC bombing and the crash of United Flight 93 is joy and relief at being rid of their spouse (both characters mistakenly believe the other, respectively, to have been a victim of these two events) would indicate that it is indeed so. Kalfus boldly chooses to use 9/11 to start off the plot of a comedy of manners in the New York or New Yorker tradition, detailing the painful process of a divorce described through a sustained war metaphor where the parties use every scrap of mental cruelty they can wring out of the terrorist attacks in their private, petty divorce war (and even themselves become terrorists in the process). An illustrative quote from the novel shows both the depths of the characters’ irrational hatred of one another which adds up to a full-blown narcissistic disorder in its own right, and the narrator’s satirical strategy of hyperbole: “feelings between Joyce and Marshall acquired the intensity of something historic, tribal, and ethnic, and when they watched news of wars on TV, reports from the Balkans or the West Bank, they would think, yes, yes, yes, that’s how I feel about you.” (17) Kalfus’s novel walks a fine line between exploitation and entertainment at the expense of the trauma victims, but its larger cultural critique necessitates this diffusion of the tragic implications of the trauma-triggering events. Unbeknownst to the two ultimately rather unsympathetic protagonists they have become infected by the evil of the terrorists in their blatant disregard for the tragic implications of 9-11 for other people which become reduced to a pure instrumentality in the egotistical service of their own personal interest. Kalfus thus hangs his protagonists out to dry and reveals their solipsism to the readers. This does not mean, however, that the sanctimonious, sentimental pop culture responses to the 9-11 events are held outside of Kalfus’s satire. Quite the contrary, he also hangs what one critic has called “his country’s blinders-on patriotism and lock-step sentimentality that has made every citizen a heroic victim” out to dry, neatly placed in plain view next to the protagonists’ petty narcissism.















^1	  "An event in the subject's life, defined by its intensity, by the subject's incapacity to respond adequately to it and by the upheaval and long-lasting effects that it brings about in the psychical organization" (Laplanche, J. and Pontalis, J.B. (1967). The Language of Psycho-Analysis. W. W. Norton and Company, 465)
^2	  http://www.sanctuaryweb.com/Main/trauma_theory.htm
^3	  “Introduction: Inscribing Trauma in Culture, Brain, and Body” by Laurence J. Kirmayer, Robert Lemelson, and Mark Barad in Understanding Trauma: Integrating Biological, Clinical, and Cultural Perspectives
